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Předpokládaná Rudá vlna, která by dala republikánským

zákonodárcům rozhodující kontrolu nad Sněmovnou i Senátem, byla

jen o málo víc než stagnující louže plná řas.
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Republikáni doufali, že si udrží svá vlastní i klíčová křesla v bojištích,

jako je Arizona, Georgia a Nevada, a soukromě doufali, že získají

několik křesel ve sněmovně v historicky modrých státech Rhode

Island a Connecticut. Ale zisky, o které usilovali, se nikdy

neuskutečnily, i když křesla stále visí na vlásku, čtyři v Senátu a 65 ve

Sněmovně od středečního rána.

Když hodiny odbily půlnoc, republikánští zákonodárci, analytici a

finanční podporovatelé byli ponořeni do konferenčních hovorů a

hovorů Zoom, kteří se snažili zjistit, co se tak pokazilo – a objevilo se

mnoho osočování, většina z nich přímo namířených na prezidenta

Trumpa, který předchozí den balancoval na hraně vyhlášení běhu v

roce 2024, ale odložil se na radu Rudyho Giulianiho: „Pokud to

oznámíte nyní a průběžné testy půjdou stranou, budete obviňováni,“

řekl veterán starosta Trumpovi.

Ve 2:00 se senátor Lindsey Graham a vůdce Sněmovny

reprezentantů Kevin McCarthy vzájemně utěšovali a radili si, naříkali

nad tím, co Graham nazval „kolosální katastrofou“, a obětovali

Trumpa za podprůměrný výkon republikánů. Shodli se, že Trumpova

podpora známého lékaře Mehmeta Oze a fotbalového hrdiny

Hershela Walkera byla předzvěstí zkázy. "Je to Trumpova chyba."

Máme problém s Trumpem,“ řekl Graham. Přestože Trumpa

kritizovali, chválili floridského guvernéra Rona DeSantise, který

drtivým vítězstvím, které se ukázalo být referendem o politice

zločinného režimu ohledně Covid a probudil agendu, zdecimoval

kandidáta Charlieho Crista. DeSantis, stojící vedle své krásné

manželky Cassie, pronesl vášnivou vítěznou řeč a řekl Floriďanům a

národu, že „Florida je místo, kde probuzení zemře“.

Stejně jako občané a politici úzkostlivě zkoumali výsledky, tak také

rozdělení americké armády bílým kloboukem. V ústředí

kybernetického velitelství americké armády ve Fort Gordon ve státě

Georgia si analytici kybernetické bezpečnosti začali brzy ráno všímat

volebních nesrovnalostí. Přibližně 35 % tabulátorů hlasů –

elektronických zařízení, do kterých se vkládají a počítají hlasovací
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lístky – zažilo to, co volební oddělení okresu Maricopa nazývalo

„technický problém“, který trval několik hodin. Aniž by to volební

úředníci tušili, měli White Hats na zemi skryté boty, protože „chyba“

přinutila voliče odevzdat hlasy jinde nebo se hlasování úplně zříci.

Nejméně jeden stroj měl aktivní Wi-Fi a byl připojen k internetu, řekl

zdroj Cyber   Command RRN.

„Tabulátory, které označují hlasovací lístky, by neměly umožňovat

Wi-Fi. Díky tomu jsou náchylné k vnější manipulaci a vniknutí,“ řekl.

Cyber   Command, dodal, „získal“ kompromitovaný stroj a

vyhodnocuje „podezřelé“ protokoly připojení.

Cyber   Command také analyzuje video, které údajně ukazuje

volebního pracovníka z okresu Maricopa, jak upravuje hromadu

hlasovacích lístků.

Arizona je semeništěm volebních podvodů. Jinde v okrese Maricopa

bylo voličům, kteří se snažili odevzdat hlasy v místech s pracovními

stroji, pracovníci průzkumu sděleni, že kdyby přišli volit (proč by tam

jinak byli?), mohli by volit pouze demokraty, protože v prostorách

nebyli žádní republikánští úředníci. . Buď jim bylo řečeno, aby se

vrátili později, nebo aby volili jinde.

"Slyšeli jsme 50 takových zpráv," řekl náš zdroj. "Pracujeme na jejich

ověření."

Navzdory podvodům v Arizoně se předpokládá, že republikán Kari

Lake vyhraje gubernátorský závod.

Arizona nebyla jediným státem, který byl vystaven volebním

podvodům. Podle našeho zdroje mají nyní White Hats „poštovní

tašku plnou nespočítaných hlasovacích lístků“, které někdo uložil do

odvodňovacího příkopu v okrese Baker ve státě Georgia. Baker je

baštou republikánů.
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"Teď se toho děje hodně, co si ani neuvědomujeme." Během čekání

na výsledky prošetříme všechna obvinění z podvodu. Mohu vám říci

toto, pokud rozhodneme, že podvod změnil výsledek těchto voleb,

budou podniknuty kroky,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State. Real

Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly.

Děkuji těm, kteří pomohli.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 54 084krát, dnes 1 433 návštěv)

Armáda nalezla důkazy o volebním podvodu uprostřed šumivé

červené vlny

Jejda, myslíš?

Je NEJVYŠŠÍ ČAS , aby Bílé klobouky vykonaly hromadu zatykačů,

nad kterými seděli. Dost těch keců!

Last edited 15 hours ago by QBall59

It’s all about the stolen 2020 election that President Trump won by a

landslide in all 50 states. Before we move forward, we have to fix that

election. This is the storm that Juan O Savin is talking about. It’s not

over just yet.

Your world also will be affected as well dumbass! Do you think you

would get a free pass?
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Agreed. Trump knew this trick and he should have done something

in November 2020. Why he put we the people go through this again

two years later? He should have publicly announced the 2020

election result monitored by our military after the December 2020

GA Senator run off, then started a mass arrest with Martial law. He

was misadvised by McLaughlin Group, and he should have listen to

some of the military people earlier.

Agree. This shit show should never have been dragged out for 2

years. I’m no expert or insider but my guess is that there are enough

military resources to have done mass arrests worldwide and taken

down the DS in 2020-2021. Countless innocent lives could have been

saved, many people wouldn’t be homeless right now and the world

would be a safer place than it is now. This excuse of waiting for the

sleepers to wake up is BS. There’s a hidden agenda at play here that

isn’t about helping humanity and this concerns me.

I think we’ve hoped the leftists would comprehend what has

happened. They won’t. Certainly not now after these shots. They’re

okay with cheating provided they win. They’re clueless as to what the

risk is here, what has happened, & where we’re really at. CLUELESS.

Quit waiting to awaken them. Unless you’ve got a huge shock in the

EBS & force them to watch it, you’ve no chance at all. These people

would vote for a yellow dog if it was called Democrat. DUMB LYING

CHEATS, acting helpless & southern helpful the whole time. Sorry,

the machine ran out of ink. What are we to do… go home folks.

BULL. SHIT.

It’s the tie in !!! Now they have the proof for all to see as it is the

mirrors reflection of 2020, can you say GOTCHA !

Last edited 5 hours ago by Steven Brymer

This J Bill is not only ignorant but a treasonous fuck. I hate people

like this, they do not care if our country is being destroyed by these

radicals lunatics.
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If it hits the fan, perhaps someone will get lucky by accident and put

a pill in it’s melon.

He’s just a deep state troll, plus this site respects free speech…..

Rinos, Dinos, Wino’s and some who ain’t too sure, are welcome to

voice their opinion on this site without persecution and protected by

whats left of the constitution and the tattered Bill of Rights……

Well, I for one would love to be able to mute him and all the other

trolls, too. But this site doesn’t give us that option.

Jerk Bill you should save some of that ass u r laughing off cuz u

gonna need it very soon!!!

Commas matter, you just called yourself a bitch ass. LOL!

It should have read…

Come get some, bitch ass.

You are a dolt.

So retardo, you think the majority of Americans love high gas prices,

high food prices, high energy prices??? You are a fucking retard if

you really believe that…..the fuckers cheated the election….we will

some day see them all die

I don’t disagree but amid this mess, we have big numbers of of

people multiplying like rabbits on Welfare and refuse a raise at their

job if it will interfere with their Welfare benefits , not to mention all

government workers who wouldn’t think of anything inter-fearing

with their cushy desk “job” and their paid “legal” “Holidays”. What a

fricken mess.

This is when you need to junk the whole mess, salvage what works, &

pull the plug on top-heavy government. There are days when i realize

why they thought to allow the use of these shots. These people are

hard-core dummies. Done waiting for them to wake up.
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Don’t forget open borders, bail for violent offenders, defunding

police, high crime rates, ,and loss of parental control on education. It

should have been a red wave. Only idiots would agree to those insane

ideologies.

I think things will come to a head by the end of the week, when they

whole country shows blue wave~~~ as if that really happened. It’s

full on reveal & exposure time regarding elections & all else.

Joe wasnt pulling 10 sincere constituents to any of his rallies. His

first national presidential arrest garnered 4000 viewers. The only

ones who liked him was the queen. Who along with the privy council

(Lord Malloch Brown) Thats the reason why they stole the election

which was the reason she was assassinated.

BP bought out Standard Oil.

Why would the Rockefukkers sell standard oil? That’s their original

baby that screwed American people for years and made them

kazillions of fiat munny, unless they needed the doe to take with

them when the fled America to Zug, Switzerland to hide out with the

Rothshitters, because now they know that the american people are

“hip” to their shannigans, thanx to the internet..

 
This cabal had planned all of this shit; fifty years back and would

have finally been successful, but being not too hip with new fangled

technology: they made a huge tactical blunder and totally blew their

plans to “Rule de Vorld”, by not understanding the internet’s power

that let’s the little people contact anybody anywhere in the world,

and by fluoridating the water supplies to start the dumbing down

process, then creating the Dept. of Education to put their brand of

reasoning in school textbooks, then chemtrail poisoning and staging

false flag events to measure the public’s level of gullibility with first,

Bush’es Desert Joke, Murrah Building explosion, Iraq and

Trashcanistan, plus there were plans to invade, Ukraine and Russia

and the world….and the Dummycrapper’s are the Cabal’s

“Brownshirts” and way too brainwashed stupid shits, to figure it out

and when they are no longer needed, they will be shit canned and left
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holding the bag…! The wokey “American dumb fukker’s club” is quite

alive and well in America….What gets me, is half of Europe has

awaken and joined the BRICS, along with the China and Japan! Their

people’s have woke the fuck up!

Maybe the Rockefellers are being taken down,

 
and have to sell off their assets.

They would not willfully part with Standard Oil.

Evelyn de Rothschild was just executed, cover story is that he died at

home at the age of 91. Ellen degenerate, by the way, look very much

like the long dead Rockefeller who started Standard oil and the pill

factories (all meds made from petroleum) and got the old home

remedies and herbalists banned from being able to practice their

trade, got laws passed that only MD’s who were willing to prescribe

the medications he created could be licensed. Two of the most evil

families in the world, but there are more, lesser known families, who

are even more evil and more powerful because they hide behind a

shield/curtain.

Even Obama couldn’t fill half a small stadium. There’s no way this is

a true vote.

May I add do it publicly and with transparency. No more hiding

executions or arrests.

Were close to it now, but not quite yet!

 
Treason is EVERYWHERE, in every State & County, not just yours!

 
We’ll show the world how its done eventually.

Tribulation appears to be nearing. We *can* know we’re saved. 1

John 5:13 tells us, “These things have I written unto you that believe

on the name of the Son of God; that ye may know that ye have eternal

life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God.”

It is possible to know that you have eternal life.
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I love your cheer in the face of conflict! Could be two years; could be

twenty; or two hundred.

If we are saved, then we will not be here for the Tribulation period.

We are raptured out, going to Heaven without dying. There’s a death

at the very end, for all; the journey still continues even then, though,

as well — the ride never ends.

God bless in Jesus name.

Your response shows proof positive that I am blessed and that you

are as well.

May You Always Be In His Presence.

Yeah, i’m done with this idea of let’s show the left just how bad it

could have gotten. Nothing will awaken them. Face facts. Move on

without their support. Lead, follow, or get out of the way.

I didn’t think I’d be this disappointed with such an outcome, yet I am

somehow. As far as the White Hat military investigating this obvious

nonsense… we’ve been here before and nothing happens in public,

where it needs to happen to wake people up.

If nothing happens ‘in public’ within the next 30 days, then nothing

ever will happen.

nothing will ever happen. they have no interest in waking people up

bc that would mean telling the hard hard truths.

9/11

 
vaccines

 
election fraud

ect ect.

they dont have the stones to do that so it wont happen.

everyone here was conned .
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Agreed. I’m exhausted and let down, bigly.

I worked 19 1/2 hours yesterday at the polls, and finished the day by

driving 20+ miles to the Board of Elections to return my election

materials. All kinds of issues with our machines the entire day–

including voters trying to vote straight party ticket somehow getting

the Green Party instead of the Republican Party–suspicious as hell–I

figured out a workaround that let them vote for Republicans but it

was a mess–also a number of voters with their voter registration

cards IN THEIR HANDS were told they didn’t appear in our poll

books! Unbelievable day… I was told the poll book issue was a

countywide problem, but that doesn’t help…

Anyway, I’m tired and grumpy and feel like I was promised

something I didn’t get. Really tired of all the BS; ready for torches

and pitchforks!!

What did you do to report the problems and get the people

responsible exposed for tampering?

We met about 10 years ago at a book signing in South Carolina. I am

disappointed that you didn’t alert the military when you suspected

voter fraud.

hope you reported all that, with documentation, to your County

Sheriff. That is what we are all supposed to do if we see irregularities

in the election, in any part of the process.

WH’s are p#ssies and being paid like the rest. Democracy has fallen.

You were lied to about trump being president or even coming back

early. You were lied about the red wave coming, you were lied about

‘catching them all’.

thats all they do is compulsively lie. Ive stated that 1000 times on

this forum and are hated bc of it…..but its the truth. Thats all they do

is lie and act lie weak cowards.
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My state of PA was highly fixed by the ds pos’s gov ,sen and rep.all

should have been red wave.

Freaking Fetterman- the face of the Democratic Party.

 
Fraud-better believe it.

 
Wait until this idiot has to talk in Congress

They had to let the mid terms happen. Its all a sting.The White Hats

have everything. Now the shit will really start hitting the fan. Buckle

up Patriots.

I hope you’re right but we heard this before and nothing happens the

criminals DS who continues to reek havoc on our country.

Ha Ha ha ha lmao.

 
yeah we got ’em this time for sure.

 
all part of the unknown plan

I too feel this should be acted upon. I know “We The People” are in a

fragile mental state and have to be handled carefully, but this is also

a time to lead. People lead and people follow. The military should

take a leadership role and start to trumpet the fraud, for all to hear.

Also, make those goddamn arrests. Will they use the distraction of

the frustratingly slow period of vote counting as a distraction for the

mass arrests? They have to do something. Clearly, they are

hesitating. So, moving forward, who will be this leader? Military? A

politician?

Cnn poll 73% people unhappy with country and Biden

administration but they voted them right back in.

I went to vote in person and it was pack with people, that tells me

anyone who went in person to vote was voting for Republicans.

Democrats vote by mail and they know their votes will be counted.

Imho, the jury is still out. Wait until The Military and The National

Guard Cybersecurity task force finish their mission for total

transparency of the mid terms. Hope, pray and don’t worry. God is in
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control. Blessings,

If DeSantis is a black hat like many say, I’m thinking they let him win

big to get him closer to the white house.

I don’t trust that guy … he is definitely deep state sleeper … and

Trump support him. Look at how Graham and other minions of the

cabal congratulated him.

When I read that Paul Ryan and Jeb Bush supported DeSantis I

realized that DeSantis is not who he says he is.

Michael, when should we expect the EBS to happen? You previously

reported it would happen after the midterms if the military detects

fraud. Today? This week?

Last edited 15 hours ago by Don

“If the Deep State sweeps hotly contested senate, state, and regional

races, a chain of events will take place: once victors are announced,

U.S. Army Cyber Command and U.S.M.C. Forces Cyberspace

Command will conduct an independent investigation. They will

evaluate not only the Senate and House of Representatives…” Clearly

indicates that the results will be thoroughly investigated before a

decision is made. Results aren’t even finalized yet.

Nope, Graham is one of the main suspects, remember he said there

was a Trump problem?

Graham is faggot RINO and nothing more, plus Gitmo has a suite in

waiting with his initials on the cell door when he arrives…

He was McCain’s girlfriend so he probably has a few things hidden in

his closet.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Mickle

I think she meant to say you are being mislead and used as a pawn by

your sources.
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I don’t believe that’s the case.

People love when I report good news.

 
Bad news happens, too.

 
And, sadly, there’s more to come.

 
As a journalist, I have a responsibility to report both.

why even have the election? did they really believe they wasnt going

to cheat. is this a fucking joke being played on us. the world is

burning to hell, wtf are yall doing..

I believe we won many of the house, senate, and governor races that

were stolen. If we didn’t get out and vote and have those high

numbers for the military to investigate, they would have to report

that dems really did win because Republicans kept our asses home.

I’m with you 100%…. Michael

 
Too many have not yet been able to open their eyes fully to the

ugliness that is really intended by DS.

Too many are not able to open their eyes, they have been jab and

therefore are more stupid than ever.

Does Amazon.com sell gas powered lights? Are they better than

battery powered flashlights? Do they emit fumes? Can regular people

use them, besides politicians?

Michael Baxter is not part of the planning. He just reports what they

give him. We Patriots are not about to ask you Kelly Anne how this

deadly war should be conducted. No Chris, the Globalist enemy is

comprised of Dems, pretend Dems, RINOs, NeoCons, CEOs, military

leaders, foreigners, troll traitors.

Oh boy another investigation! Can that please last 4 years or more

like Durham?

The Mil is compromised. They are ridiculous, so I don’t know how

they’re going to do anything.
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As I understand it, there is the Deep State military, and then the

White Hat military loyal to Trump. There appears to be a serious

problem in the Pentagon. Wasn’t Milley arrested? Dealt with? If

Trump is the Commander in Chief any military who opposes him is

guilty of treason. They know the penalty for that. #2, I read that

SCOTUS had overturned the 2020 election and declared Trump the

duly elected President. If so, what is going on?!

99 percent of what you read from q grifters is complete and utter bs.

the supreme court is at least 90 percent satanists. they havnt

overturned anything. youre being lied to.

This whole thing feels like I’m tied to a chair and watching a kid play

with a loaded gun.

How long they would make the decisions? Evidences are al over the

places. I will laugh in disbelief if they say another 6 to 24 months

This white hat military is now becoming a joke for anyone that follow

the events

they have always been a joke. they allowed 9/11. they allowed vaccine

death. they allow stolen elections. WTF good have they ever actually

done?

If I remember correctly, I have seen this movie before in 2020. Last I

heard there were 49 States using the same rig computer voting

machines, this should have never been allowed.

The problem Michael is this has all happened before in 2020, and

supposedly by the White hat military was there also to investigate,

and nothing came out in public by them then, so why would we

believe this will be different now?

So if we’re drumming our fingers, waiting with impatience, we have

good reason for that doubt.
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How long is the military independent investigation going to take?

Another 2 years? Our country can’t take one more day of this. We are

crumbling down and it seems as if nobody cares about us. Maybe the

civilians need to do it ourselves. Is that what our military wants? I

know the DS does. They want bloodshed in the streets.

My dear sir … the fact that the results haven’t been finalized yet is a

clear indication fraud was committed …. AGAIN.

And how long is this so called thorough investigation going to take?

As long as the 2020 election fraud investigation is taking?

How long? A week? A month? A year? Two years? Were they

investigating before the 2022 election or are just starting?

Legitimate questions.

Ric Grenell a former national intelligence guy said they are counting

the votes in Az right now and that all of the Republicans in Az will

pick up the win after the votes are counted,he said you can verify it

on The Secretary Of State page

Try never. Sorry folks, but we have been formally bent over! We let

them cheat again we still follow the plan that blows! Imagine the

length of an “investigation” of the midterms or the 2020 election

should it ever occur, and in the

 
shadows like all other “activity”? Years, or perhaps never! Get ready

if you want to fight as we are going to have to do so and quit being

cowards sitting on our hands waiting for no one to show up! We can’t

Uber our way out of this one!

My husband’s customer told him that her father, who has been

deceased for 11 years, apparently mailed in a ballot just 2 weeks ago

and voted solid democratic ticket. Of course they cheated but they

aren’t going to do jack crap about it!!
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I give them a week to investigate since we are clearly seeing evidence

of fraud now. If they keep handing us a ration of shit about how they

have to investigate after a week then we are being played … again.

NO MORE EXCUSES

You’ve been played…again. Anyone who thinks we can “vote” our

way out of this communist takeover is either stupid or just not paying

attention.

I already know we couldn’t vote our way out because the fraud

machines, illegitimate congress, and the people that set up the easily

cracked machine remained in place so I didn’t bother to vote. I knew

the outcome.

 
This is it for the white hats it’s either put up or stfu … we won’t

believe your lies anymore!!

the ebs will never happen. youre being lied to. severely. no one is

coming to save u

and anyone who tells you we will reverse this communist takeover in

2024 is lying – purposefully lying. They are the same people who

spew nonsense about Trump still being the president, the

insurrection act being in play, Trump returning this day, no wait –

the next day, oh shoot now it’s next week, the indictments are

forthcoming and commie Joe is gonna pay – all psyop BS designed to

keep you sitting on your hands while your country is stolen. EBS –

yeah, that’s gonna happen.

We are being pacified to make it sound like we need to just trust the

plan… in the meantime our town’s parking lots are filling up with the

elderly living in their cars cause they’ve lost their home… this

inflation is killing us and my daughter are having a hard time feeding

her 2 children therefore we have been helping while we are going

broke. I am at my breaking point. Shit better happen quick.
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Like the possibility that this site is completely fake and you’ve been

donating money to a con man?

Finally someone who is not a negative thinker.

 
There’s no mistakes. Not all can be transparent in war time.

That’s what a Quantum computer can do for CUE/Q/KEW. It does

not get any better than that. Btw, advance happy Veterans Day to you

Patriot. Blessings

100 percent correct. maybe this will wake some folks up. no one is

coming to save us.

DS were strategic, messed withnthe Trump backed candidates to

send a message. Lake, Oz, Walker. DS fighting every step of the way.

And if the media pushes DeSantis as a Trump replacement, you know

DeSantis is playing the opposition role to get republican eyes off of

Trump. If Desantis is a 33 degree freemason he is not for the people

and just appearing as an Angel of Light. Many, MANY are falling for

it….I almost did. We are still in the grips of the DS. Not much is

changing.

I did, too. Then a dear friend reminded me something about

DeSantis ain’t all moonlight and magnolias. Unfortunately, being a

spoiled sneak himself growing up, if anyone knows…..

Last edited 13 hours ago by Mickey

The DS will gladly give up one state to bring down the rest of the

country. When Desantis began opposing Biden, half the country

began demanding a Desantis presidential ticket. There are other

worthy governors who’ve fought this admin just as hard…Gov Noem,

Gov Abbot, etc We’re a fickle society, ready to switch horses in the

middle of the race. Pres Trump knows the game Desantis is playing.

Exposure is gonna be necessary if we’re able to break thru the
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deception and bring our country back. Pres Trump needs to finish

the job HE started. God knows he’s paid the price for our support.

AND he’s got mine!

Look up Desantis’ past… particularly at yale! Can you you skull and

crossbones George W Bush?! It’s all there folks! You cannot be a part

of the old guard and not be corrupt!!

But the European DS comprised of the Rockefukkers and

Rothshitters, residing in Zug, Switzerland, have surrendered to the

white hats, plus Germany, England, China, Japan, Denmark have

joined the BRICS alliance and are receiving Russian oil and are on

the new gold standard, so change is happening. The US Corp. will be

the last one to fall and then Gitmo will have their hand full.

Be careful what you accept, year after year. Nothing changing, is….

nothing changing. Be careful of who you listen to- if there are no

results, you are being had.

No results? Then, pray tell-where are the famous active voices of the

past- Comey, Brennan, Podesta, etc…If we did a role call, only those

using CGI, doppelgangers, mask wearing actors, etc would be MSM

stars asap to oppose the fact that they’re losing control. This isn’t just

American politics. Look at what’s happening all over the world. The

devil is cornered, in panic mode. Oh ye of little faith. God didn’t

bring us this far to abandon us, now. He’s separating His sheep

nations from the goat nations. We must walk by faith, not by sight.

Shalom

so your proof that things are happening is to mention deep state

nobodies? you have to be vaccine injured. after 6 years the burden of

proof is on you…. not people who actually live in reality.

When the disease is identified and cured,

 
THEN the symptoms go away.
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The symptoms have not gone away yet.

The cure is still being implemented.

WHY? Slow process sounds like a bs excuse … yeah we have to be

careful wishing for liberation … once we get it we won’t want it.

November 03rd 2020 has been altered by a tsunami of Fraud

evidences… NO action has been taken and so nothing has been fixed

either.

It worked for them in 2020

 
They did it again in 2022

 
They will continue over & over until they are stopped.

 
Stopped means being taken in Military Court and faces TREASON

charges and get the punishment they deserve.

The so called white hats better do something NOW not next year …

not in 2024 … NOW otherwise they lose all credibility as far as I am

concerned.

One week … no more excuses.

Another bullshit excuse … Their timing don’t fly anymore … they do

it NOW or they are traitors!!! Deep state controlled opposition. Many

of us are not going to allow them to continue to fool us.

Blame whoever you wants

 
Always easier to point fingers

 
Do whatever you want

 
But whatever you do

 
It’s on you and only you

Ah no … it’s on THEM they are in violation of the Constitution by

their inaction since 2020.

You for got to mention 2018, presumably the Space Force has the

evidence on that one too. Then again, nearly every election back and

before JFK where the Deep State started their infiltration has voter
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and election fraud (treason) where installed puppets were elected…

My question is this continued Treasonous election manipulation part

of the Plan to wake the brainwashed sleeping idiots up or are we

getting really close to upholding the Constitution as it was written? F

the White Hats if they never do anything and Commit Treason by

allowing this BS to continue. If that’s the case they should all be

hung.

I won’t say they do nothing just because they are not foreground

 
Military doesn’t have to tell us what they do

 
They certainly do whatver thay can and following a Plan & mission

we are not aware of yet.

 
They will come on the foreground on THEIR timing.

 
If you pay attention you will see and hear that nothing is like it seem

and doesn’t sound like they usually are (Politicians & Elites)

 
You do trust the Military or you don’t

 
I do !

Corrupt Pennsylvania !!!!!!!! We the people knew something was

going to happen…Why in the world would someone at the poll

station start the votes off with 50 sheets of paper….. 1st of all. 2nd

why wouldn’t the people be able to do a paper ballot. 3rd, why aren’t

the poll workers asking for Id. and why are people being told they

cant vote !!!!!! Military needs to investigate this….. There is NO WAT

Fetterman should have won.(If that’s true) I’m so tired of

Pennsylvania and their lies and stealing.

If I lived in a blue state and was a patriot, I would do everything in

my power to move. Beto didn’t take my state of Texas so our election

must have been secure. Our gas is $2.97! We have zero state income

tax. We have jobs. We don’t have a big homeless issue. I feel safe in

the DFW metroplex. And we love and appreciate our police!

I agreed… but fucker DS and MSM will use machine as evidence that

people voted for that bastard.
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Sure. Action will be taken like after the 2020 steal.

79% of Americans unhappy w/ direction of the country, yet the

pendulum didn’t shift.

The military has to investigate …yeah … even though the evidence it

clear they have to investigate and IF and I mean IF they find

something action will be taken.(maybe) All part of the plan … sit back

and enjoy the show! Yeah … right!

We don’t know that, do we? You think MSM’s gonna start telling us

the truth? If they can conceal the results of the 2020 election, which

WAS a RED wave, they’ll do it every time. Discernment is crucial.

Whose report are you willing to believe? The globalists in Europe are

falling. Schwab & the WEF has been exposed. The world’s Royals are

being dethroned, Nazism is being purged, child trafficking rings are

being arrested, children are being rescued, DS weather control is

finally exposed as reality as are weaponized chem-trails, Big Pharma

is under investigation, the Covid pandemic is proving to be an

orchestrated hoax worldwide. The UK can’t keep a PM over 30 days,

the UN & NATO are losing their grip of control. AND countries

around the globe are kicking out their leaders, replacing tyrants with

real leaders. Everywhere you look, change is taking place but it’s a

big task and we’re only housebound spectators trying to make sense

of a world gone mad. Hang on. We’re in the END ZONE….

I’m not surprised there was election fraud. It seems to be the norm in

elections now. Even up here, in Canada, we have election fraud.

Corruption has seeped into everything.

Nor am I … that is why I decided not to vote. I’m tried of the fraud

and the empty promises to fix it.

I give the so called white hats a week …no more to do something … if

they haven’t by then … they won’t.
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Can anyone explain to me why American voters preferences are

known in advance and why there are separate voting stations for the

two sides????? Canada is no bastion of political fairness, nor honest

elections, but we use voter id (which can include either two

government issued pieces of id (like either a drivers license or health

card and my mailed to me voter’s card or if I didn’t get a voters card

in the mail, two pieces of ID plus a proof of residence) We sign in at

one desk per polling area and take our paper ballot to a private booth

to mark with black pencil or pen and return it to the same desk we

checked in at, with the paper ballot folded to a seal which is then

initialed by the clerk in front of me and placed, by me, into a single

box. All possible choices are on the one ballot and no-one in that

room has a clue who I voted for. There is no traceable aspect to my

ballot and the only thing the government knows for sure is that I am

a registered voter on the current roles. The number of people

registered to vote at any one polling station is a small enough

number to be counted by the election scrutineers in one evening. Up

to this point every aspect is low tech! Those results then get passed

on to the central tabulators. There is no overt division of workers

based on party lines to confound the issue….. and yet, even our

system is broken! And we have a criminal “leader” at the moment!

Mass Media projects the outcomes so that if there is tampering,

people can see it, yet they cannot see it as the Votes either increase or

decrease. Its set up in whoever they want favored.

Yes Justin T is Fidel Castro’s son that is why Canada is slipping into

darkness. Don’t take my word for it Google the pictures and see for

yourself. His mom had an affair with The Beast as Cubans of my

generation call him and she actually returned to Cuba with baby

Fiddle as a toddler. Check the pics of her and Castro with JT on line.

And still our elections are rigged. The turd always manages to slide

back in much to most Canadians chagrin.
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I am not aware of separate voting stations by party where I vote (a

town in Massachusetts) – everyone goes to the same building; a large

gymnasium – voters do get sent to assigned ‘precincts’ within the

room – we check in at one table w name and street (no ID required

yet) – we are given paper ballots and pencils like you – we mark our

ballots in a partitioned booth – we insert the completed paper ballots

into a small machine (one machine for each ‘precinct’) – I assume

the machine reads the pencil marks as the paper ballots are fed into

it – but it seems that any form of automated tabulation system can

be compromised these days thanks to the internet

The reason I asked is because at one of the polling sites (which

shared video of the voting disasters) the republican voters were told

there were no Republican workers available so they would have to

vote Demons as those were the only stations with workers…. This is

very very strange to me…..

People need to be held to account NOW!!!

 
Sheriff’s Departments need to be taking action to show the public

that this will not be tolerated. Until arrests are made, nothing will

keep these people from continuing the election fraud perpetrated on

us law abiding citizens!!!

‘”I can tell you this, if we decide fraud altered the outcome of this

election, action will be taken,” our source said.”‘

 
“They” didn’t do anything to correct the 2020 election. Why in hell

would they actually correct the 2022 Midterm election? WHAT A

JOKE.

Excellent point. That is why I will give them a week … if nothing

happens by then the so called white hats are part of the problem.

I found it hard to believe people thought it would be different even

with the fraud machine still in place.
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Something better happen soon, because every business person I

speak with, says that nobody is spending any $$ right now! If it

continues along this path, then we can all be a part of, an even

GREATER Great Depression than the last one from 1929 to 1939.

 
If we didn’t take the house soundly, and are still even, or lose the

Senate, then I will be going in a different direction very soon! 

 
If the Insurrection Act was signed by President Trump, then and only

hopefully, the announcement on November 15th will be that we have

won, and everybody has been caught and will be prosecuted to the

fullest extent of the law for all of the election fraud perpetrated on

this once great country. All the proof needs to be made in a public

address announcement. 

If Trump’s announcement is that he’s running in 2024, and that this

Communist States of (what used to be) America fraudulent election’s

(2020, & 2022) are not dealt with, then tell me what’s the point?

Again all I ever hear is Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah or as Charlie

Brown teachers always said Wonk, wonk,wonk, Wonk.

I kept saying nothing was going to change and that the military and

stuff your hearing is mostly garbage. If you don’t fix a Presidential

election steal, then the stealing will contenue and only get worse.

They got away with a Presidential steal you think they where going to

let people elect republicans after that.

 
nothing was done to change the election process, so to think

something was going to change with another election was a fools

folly.

The good new is we don’t have a Republican President, because if we

did he would have been impeached right away.

The bad news is we don’t have a Republican President because if we

did he would look like a bad guy with all the crashing markets,

inflation, crime, wars and potential wars.
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We needed to let the Dems take the fall for the bad times and when

or if Trump does make a return he will be the punching bag again for

a while.

 
I then think Desantis or even someone like Kari Lake will step up and

be the person for America to make a come back.

Only time will tell and like everyone elses opinions here it’s a

guessing game. We all need to Hope and Pray for a better Day.

 
The bright side to all this is it can only get better……

God Bless everyone and enjoy the ride.

Listen, they took the Senate because they need to protect their

Master Uncle Joe. This way they can control any outcome in the

future such as Impeachment.

Correct and it sucks.

 
I’m guessing not enough people are awake yet.

I’m with Mickey below, tired of this ride as well, and I’m thinking

just about everyone on this site is.

As J-dog said above people are going to start seeing mass starvation,

super hyperinflation and from what I’m hearing from my friends in

the military things are going to start to really suck.

We might even see a Hugh problem with diesel fuel and that will

wake people up if nothing else does.

 
When the trucks stop rolling people are going to freak out.

 
If they thought they had a problem with “baby formula” wait for the

trucks to stop running. That means Military Trucks as well, since

most of them run on diesel and Biden is giving away all our backup

fuel.

I understand where everyone on this site is coming from and why we

come here. We want to hear and read something that sounds like it

makes sense.

 
We want to see and hear about these Stupid Turds running and
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ruining our country suffer and get arrested and face really stiff

penalties for all the pain, suffering and death they punished us all

with.

All we can do at this point is hope and pray this stupid $hit starts to

change soon.

If they arrest Trump we’ll see what the “white hats and military”

think of that. Right now the people on top aren’t suffering like “we

the people are”.

God Bless….

Yeah, well, I can’t speak for anyone else here, but I’m sick as fuck

AND tired as shit of this ride, goddammit. I realize this is the

Almighty’s amazing timing (I get it, so 0 comments of otherwise, ‘k? I

need to vent). However, some crib notes, snacks, and assurances are

pretty damn nice, eh, Almighty God? #facts

Lest I forget: FJB.

Well, President Trump said several years ago that the corruption had

to get really, really bad and we would have to experience a lot of

discomfort in order to wake people up. I’d say we’re getting very

close to the precipice.

For months demonstrations and riots were to occur after the

midterms and planned for by Q.. This will bring out the military and

Martial Law.

I don’t believe that, as in this 2022 mid-Term over 70% were sick of

this group running things, and you cannot get any higher level than

that. There is no more people left to wake up.

In 1776 only 13% were completely on board with the Revolutionary

War at the beginning, and those hard-core people pushed it through.

Many of the hard-core people are being lost by the supposed White
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Hats so a supposed few luke-warm cross-over percent can be picked

up. That’s not the way it’s worked ever in History.

There were so much evidence in 2020..what was Trump talking

about other than keep tweeting BS all the time..No Action Talk

Only/NATO from Trump and white hat military

Until this country is gone then Trump will shows up as a SAVIOR?

Give me a break

Screw the asleep! Let them just keep paying taxes, fees etc and they

can send them to me! Why not?!

lmao as if stealing elections is going to wake folks up. heres a hint,

you want to wake folks u try telling them the truth.

He knows the normies will never wake up. Ever. He just doesn’t want

to strap them on….

I KNEW that “the steal” was on when I read early Tuesday that the

people from Dominion had come to “check the machines”… Doing

“something about it”? I’ll believe it when I see it…

I have one big problem with this. President Trump says we got 174

wins and 7 losses which is damned good. Arizona is not the only

election that we had yesterday. Here where I live (Texas) I waited in

the longest line to vote than I have ever seen before. No no no. We

did good. Don’t let Arizona results poop on your parade.

I’m in Texas, too, Rose. Unfortunately, I live in Dallas County, which

has been controlled by libs and dems for quite a while now.

 
I’m pleased at the overall outcome, but I still fear for the future.

 
like you, I voted yesterday, waited in line quite a while.

 
Most of the people I saw were young people who were obviously

liberal dems.

 
This morning I looked at the Dallas County results. As expected, the

dems dominated the county.
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Hi Michael, we live in Saginaw North of Fort Worth. We are thankful

we live in a great state!! My husband and I read your posts daily and

are sure praying that all of this that is posted is factual news! Can we

be assured it is? My husband is a 40 yr. Veteran and what is

happening to our US is such a disgrace. So much corruption and evil!

We are declaring and decreeing that God gives guidance and

direction to the right people to uncover and destroy the evil in Jesus

Name!!

no.. there is zero proof to any of this. the only proof for people that

live in reality is that the satanists are still in full control.

You know the black hats aren’t in control, they are just being given

rope to hang themselves. This is an information war with mis/disinfo

being flung all over the place and it gets to all of us at times. We all

need some forest bathing and a massage

I have heard that Dallas will be the location of our new Capitol after

Nesara.

I’m a misplaced Texan, living in Arkansas so I keep up with

happenings in both states. After the 2016 election, Arkansas had a

flood of people moving in from CA, & the W Coast. They were coming

for financial reasons and brought their liberal views with them. The

same happened in Texas. The new arrivals settled in cities, not rural

areas and thereby gained control. Fortunately, there’s enough

numbers in small towns & rural communities to control the vote. But

that’ll change unless Texas fights against the insanity of liberalism.

Decency & common sense will save any group of human beings if

they apply it with unyielding intolerance to Liberal indoctrination.

 
Arkansas is in the Bible Belt. Our kids are healthy and balanced and

we aim to keep them that way. Parents must guide their children’s

education and be involved in their everyday lives. Indecency,

immorality, & lawlessness fuel the Liberal movement. We ALL need

God in our lives or else absolute paganism will prevail. Just saying…
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I didn’t know you were in Texas! I’m in the Burleson area…hardcore

patriots here!

Brother Michael, imho, fear is useless what We The People need is to

trust in the good Lord. Can I get a witness to that? Blessings,

Same old thing. Very disappointing in our out look. We know DS

needs to be dealt with. The true Patriots are falling and it seems no

one cares.

I agree. I’m done with this charade. I don’t care if the left is not going

to like the results of what’s to come. They can deal with it!

election fraud seems like it doesn’t matter anymore. Elections are

like the chicken at the carnival pecking the red button to get some

seed. Nothing is going to happen. Coming to the conclusion that

voting is the same thing in its current state. REAL consequences

need to be dealt out to the guilty. None of this ‘you cheated’ whining

bullshit. It’s past that now into the world of housewives of where ever

ville now.

I think it bight be a good idea for everyone to see some of the youtube

vids about hog traping. They have prettymuch perfected a method to

trap the entire sounder(herd) in ones wipe. It’s really quite

informative!

Is that were they put out feed in a large open flat area outdoors and

‘slowly’ build the pen around them one wall at a time with a gate for

them to walk in at the end that is closed to trap them? If so, I heard

about that – but that method is used to catch wild hogs.

I am afraid that will be the case, but at least now we know we are

being played.

Still don’t believe “military” will do anything about this election

fraud. Should have done it after 2020 elections but they did nothing.

Did nothing?
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Where did you get that idea?

They have been blowing up Deep Underground Military Bases,

 
where the human trafficking is headquartered.

Genetically engineered monsters are created down there,

 
including half-human, half-animal hybrids.

Our Patriot military are losing their lives fighting these demons.

Seismic charts show tremors that are not natural earthquakes.

The tremors are all the same intensity, one after another,

 
at the same depths, with no lateral components to the tremors.

 
Not natural earthquakes.

 
Small tactical nukes, or high powered non-nukes.

Not to mention the 170,000+ sealed indictments.

 
Each indictment can name 10 or more defendants.

 
There may be more than one million executions.

This Khazarian mafia has been going on for millennia.

Taking them down will not be quick and painless.

Last edited 1 hour ago by millcanyonroad

As a South Carolinian I believe most all members of Congress

including Graham have been arrested. I did not see one add or

receive one mailing from Scott this election. Or Nancy Mace for my

District 1.

Then explain why he was dancing with Herschel Walker last night

and tossing hats like a happy guy.

FUCK DESANTIS!!!! I don’t care how to try to gaslight us. WE ONLY

WANT TRUMP!

 
END OF DISCUSSION!

That crazy DeSantis wants closed borders and open business’. We

want more death jabs for a virus that doesn’t exist- for our safety-
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Yes I think I can speak for alot of Patriots right now. The military

MUST take action NOW!!….otherwise you have a bonafide Civil War

coming! MESSAGE TO White Hats military partition: “We the

people are done with the BS. Either YOU fix this fucking mess or WE

WILL!!…and the clock is now ticking” ACT BOLDY or step aside.”

The White Hats have stepped aside. You are now able to go ahead

with whatever you think is best. Good luck with that. Let us know

how it turns out.

Military law….that’s just what MIL needs to see to ‘go.’ WE THE

PEOPLE make a show as the Brazilians did. Need to get off their rear

ends and hit the streets ….That’ll bring the Mil out.

So call Patriots will never done anything as they are so comforts with

their lives … they have so much to lose compared to Myanmar people

or Brazillians…

I think the military needs to start public mass arrests within days.

I don’t buy this whole narrative of “this is necessary to wake up more

people.” I know plenty of people who were once open to the

possibility of truthers being right, but who have gone back to sleep

because nothing is happening in the open. Or they became

“blackpilled” and think that we’re all doomed anyway and they’re

also not out there protesting or helping the situation.

At this point, we’ve woken up everyone who we can wake up. Now

start the public mass arrests.

I also don’t buy “civilians have failed us, we need to see more action

by civilians before we’re going to arrest the bad guys.” You military

people have sworn an oath, civilians haven’t. We’re not failing you,

you’re failing us. Go and fulfil your oath.

Plus many citizens are just struggling to keep their head above the

water, with these gas prices and inflation etc. It’s not realistic to

expect people who are on the verge of financial ruin to start
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volunteering time at their local school board.

Besides, this agonizing time is hurting the awake, not actually the

sleepers. People who are deeply asleep and are still fans of the

democrats are helped by the military not stepping in, because now

there’ll be cheating to flip elections in favor of democrats.

Yes I’m sure the military says “it has to be this way”, but just because

they say so, doesn’t mean that’s true. There’s nothing stopping the

military from executing public mass arrests a few days from now.

Lives are being ruined every day. Children are dying. People are

becoming homeless and committing suicide.

The plan can’t be “we let them steal the election in 2020, then we let

them destroy America for two years, then we let them steal the

election in 2022 and then we let them destroy America for several

more months.”

Or waiting several years allowing America to be destroyed to wake up

the people … don’t worry … trust the plan … enjoy the show! Yeah …

right!

It would be easy to cheat in my blue state, nobody would suspect a

thing. So our WEF puppet Republican governor changed to a

Demonrat. I’m just left scratching my head at people. Florida has to

many creepy crawlies but we are seriously going to emigrate to a red

state I’ve had it. Virginia or North Carolina. I can’t take it anymore.

Examples should be made.

 
Its obviously a demand from We The People.

 
Delays always have and always will remain a denial.

This is a show, folks. Baxter is writing for the normies to wake them

up.

The military and cyber command have plenty. Cannot believe

Maricopa county was plagued again! This is crazy.
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Can’t wait to be rid of RINOs too.

Kari Lake won!! She said there would be a come to Jesus moment! I

hope they all go down. Election fraud is no joke.

Thanks for all your hard work, Michael!

 
This forum and the movie are above most peoples “pay scale”.

it was always said the election is for show, to catch them in the act

anyone complaining about it is either playing a part or outing

themselves as a RINO traitor

maybe there is far more swamp draining to be done. I thought we

were closer to the end!

re normies, depends on what your definition is – there are many

different levels of ‘awake’ Michael

definitions

 
perspectives

we read some of the same things yet I see it differently

I see normies here Ceecee

a few very, VERY awake

 
and plenty of in betweenies – no judgment, just observation

don’t hate me for it

Ric Grenell former national intelligence guy said they are counting

the votes in Az right now and that all of the Republicans in Az will

pick up the win after the votes are counted,he said you can verify it

on The Secretary Of State page

Thanks Stacylee, I also heard legal action is being taken. It is obvious

what is going on here but it’s still frustrating to watch! Need… more…

patience!
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IF! … Don’t forget the “if” part … if they find something action will be

taken. The fact that they have to investigate the obvious is a red flag.

I’m only surprised that Kari is waiting for ALL the votes to come in

when we know ‘they’re’ using their time to make up the difference

and push Hobbs ahead with the majority of ballots they discover.

Unless they search dumpsters & creeks, they won’t find any more

Red ballots. The military is the only way.

Don’t keep saying military is the only way…. they are sleeping as

welll.

1.) A voting machine needs no ethernet port, no wifi connection,

merely a data card like your phone has and it is accessible from

anywhere.

 
2.) The 2020 election steal was not fixed, so, um, yes the Democrats

are going to continue to cheat and steal elections. It’s what they do.

Lie. Cheat. Steal.

 
3.) The Democrat thieves are not going to stop themselves…

 
4.) Until every single human who is involved in stealing elections in

the USA is rotting in jail or dead at the end of a rope, we remain an

occupied country.

 
5.) Another ‘investigation into alleged voter fraud’, even if done by

“white hats” is not helpful. Going scorched earth on these domestic

enemies of the US Constitution instead WOULD be helpful. You

know where they are, White Hats? Go deal with them the way we

have always dealt with out enemies…

Florida’s Election Police Have a Million-Dollar Budget and Just a

Few Cases

 
https://www.nytimesdotcom/2022/11/08/us/politics/florida-

election-police-budget.html

 
This is the real reason Florida candidates slammed the ELECTION

POLICE.

https://www.nytimesdotcom/2022/11/08/us/politics/florida-election-police-budget.html
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All the evidence in the world amounts to nothing if those in authority

do nothing. Don’t wonder why Americans lost all faith. Evidence all

the way back to 2000 but it doesn’t amount to a hill of beans. Do

nothing and we’re done.

 
Do not abide by illegal laws. Prosecute, for we have both feet in the

grave and the lid of the coffin is coming down.

“Action will be taken.” Yeah sure?? You the white Hat military have

absolutely failed us and Trump too. The Hell with 2024, we’ve waited

way too long already.

“you the white Hat military have absolutely failed us” Listen, the US

Marines are only a force of 180.000. To really address this “problem”

in the way you would like, they would need to be at least 20 times

larger in manpower, if not 50 times.

so 6 years ago the public should have been told the truth so we could

have handled the situation or died trying. they didnt bc there are no

good guys.

“There’s a lot going on now that doesn’t meet the eye.” Lol….

Actually, for years now and if you really want to get “technical”, for

centuries now….

It’s all about the stolen 2020 election that President Trump won by a

landslide in all 50 states. Before we move forward, we have to fix that

election.

Yes, and most of the patriots on here don’t seem to realize that we

are in a deadly war with the Globalists who had thousands of years to

prepare for this war for our survival. If the Globalists plan to

exterminate 7.5 billion out of 8 billion people, I doubt they would

save very many American patriots to give them more headaches.

I wish the military would round up all these unamerican, satanic,

communist, jews and take them to the fema death camps and give

them an offer they cant refuse. Revoke your citizenship and move to
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Astana or your going to get executed your choice. Our founding

fathers forwarned not to allow jews to move to our Christian nation.

Even God says they are an evil tribe Jeremiah 8.

Why Astana? astana = ‘A Satan’ It’s the Satanic Capitol of

Kazakhstan that was to be the new home to the NWO. the UN, etc.

“Many masonic rituals require initiates to pass between these pillars,

and those with a little imagination might suggest that placing golden

pillars on either side of Astana’s central Nurzhol Boulevard allows for

occult workings on a grand scale [2]. ”

Great Pictures of it’s weird Architecture

www . exutopia.com/dark-tourism-illuminati-capital/

I counted 7 open WiFi connections in CT at the close of polls. No way

stolen valor Blumenthal won honestly – or Gov for that matter.

“action will be taken,” what the hell good will that do were still

waiting for action to be taken in 2022. You white hats were supposed

to have this covered. you let us down.

Tohle je kravina!! Nevím, jak moc to ještě zvládnu. Jsem republikán s

tvrdým jádrem a jen by mě zajímalo, jestli jsme jen pacifikováni,

zatímco plán je nechat demokraty zničit naši zemi!! Už dost! Naše

armáda by měla zakročit hned teď! Oni jsou jediní, kdo může

rozezvučit EBS a svrhnout tuto Treasonous administrativu. Jsem v

koncích.

 

 


